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Pre-Save My New EP

Pre-Order on Bandcamp

Syracuse - RSVP

NYC / Livestream - Get Tickets

Philly - Get Tickets

Tour Tip Jar

 
 
 
Hi everyone!!
 
I have officially booked my first tour - at some very cool venues, with the best support I
could’ve asked for. :') I'm calling it The Little Dipper Tour, because the stops are roughly
in the shape of the little dipper, and I'm "dipping my toes in." Here's where I'll be:
 
May 6, 4pm - Syracuse, NY @ Luna Cafe 
w/ Mmakgosi Anita Tau
 
May 7, 7pm - NYC, NY / Livestream* @ The Green Room 42
w/ Jerome Walker
 
May 8, 2pm - Philadelphia, PA @ Amalgam Comics & Coffeehouse
w/ Blue Foster, courtlyn louise, & Ratwyfe
 
About the show: Deemed by her fans "a slam poet with a piano," singer-songwriter Mia
Stegner writes songs that are deeply personal yet widely resonant. After years of
performing for a cellphone from the safety of her bedroom and growing a following
online, Stegner is now ready to be in front of a live audience - come and be among the
first to see her dip her toes in the water.
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I can't wait to meet you and play a bunch of my songs live for the first time!! All the ticket
links can be found at the top of this newsletter, or on the "Tickets" page of my website.
 
*Livestream tickets are $19, and you'll be able to access the recording for 24 hours after
the event. I will also be offering group meetups via Zoom the following week for
livestream attendees. :)
 
This came together somewhat spontaneously and we don’t have a lot of time to promote,
so any help spreading the word would be greatly appreciated!
 
Endlessly grateful for your interest & support,
♥ Mia
 
P.S. My new EP, "only some of the roses are red," comes out May 8! Very excited to share
four new songs with you!!
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